The ultrastructural organization of gap junctions between follicle cells and the oocyte in Xenopus laevis.
The cellular contact sites between the full-grown oocyte of Xenopus laevis and the surface extensions of surrounding follicles cells were analysed by electron microscopy of ultrathin sections, freeze-fracture replicas and critical point-dried specimens. Evidence is given for the presence of clusters of intramembranous particles (IMPs) at the P-face which represent gap junctions in diverse forms. Most common are maculae (phi 0.2-0.5 micron) of densely packed IMPs (phi 12 +/- 2 nm) which represent focal gap junctions generally found at the tips of follicle cell surface extensions. Inside many maculae an IMP-free area occurs which appears as a smooth disk (phi 70-80 nm) at both fracture faces. Occasionally a few IMPs are trapped within the smooth disks. Beside the maculae, networks of arrayed IMPs occur that enclose several smooth disks. These latter gap junctions probably are more frequent in side-to-side contacts between surface extensions of the oocyte and the follicle cells. The possible function of these IMP networks is discussed as being related to similar membrane specializations in excitable cells. In addition, indirect evidence was found that the extensions of the follicle cells transport yolky material.